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at the piano, rota maintains a rigorous and pedagogical work ethic. he would never permit himself to feel serene in composing, a thing which is in fact perfectly possible and desirable. his musical activity, which includes his work as a
composer, a pianist and a teacher, is the expression of a vision of the world and a firm commitment to the practice of a musical culture he has always deeply believed in. the three first movements of the rondo for solo piano are marked

andante (allegro molto) and are the essential part of the work. the first, the andante, whose overall plan goes back to the first years of his musical studies in rome, is characterized by a smooth, even, and harmonic flow, with a few
rhythmic surprises, typical of a technique of rota's own. the second movement is a gentle arioso in 3/4 allegro molto, which recalls an aria of the same title written in 1826 by the composer alessandro rolla, probably the first work of its
kind written by a musician of that time. in the third movement, the fughetta, which is in the spirit of the sonata-allegro, one of rota's favorite forms, the composer allows his imagination to take over, in a manner of expression which is
by no means straightforward. beginning in 1936, rota made use of toccata as a kind of cavatina, which he could then turn into a variation by changing the instrumentation. the piece has its own particular rhythm and a melody which
forms an ebullient melodic line, in which the composer demonstrates his complete command of the musical language. its first performance in 1949 by paolo berio was indeed an event in itself, with the audience applauding for almost

forty minutes. the form, however, is one that appears frequently in his works for piano, with the exception of the suite which is, in its way, a kind of mini-toccata.
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with the sestetto for piano, the present album, it has been possible to gauge again and again how well rota is performing in his favorite medium. equally impressive is the gorgeous melodic line, the inventive way of writing and the
attractive rhythmic components which constitute the orchestra of this set. the composer tells us '..these pieces are important for me because they represent a real stage in my work'. he is, however, aware of the beautiful possibilities
the instrument offers him, revealing to us in this set his very individual style '.in a slightly earlier form than those in which i work for solo piano, but with which i identify'. the life of the composer has been a rich and varied one and the
achievements of this italian composer of the twentieth century are many. to be counted amongst this group are, amongst others, the concerto for harp and orchestra, the concerto for flute and harp, the concerto for flute, clarinet and
harp, the masked ball, the flute concerto, the double concerto for viola and flute, the solo for violin, violin concerto and the symphony. the piano portion of the work is very musical, while the flute stands by itself in a dramatic fashion.
the cantata di solemnità is actually a setting of the sequence of the salmi di gloria e di benedetto dal luogo di gesu cristo by giovanni vecchi. these are based on the sequences of the magnificat and the benedictus for the feast of the

incarnation, composed in 1934 by vesper benedetto marcello as sonata v: in petto e mezzo e altro, op. 12. 5ec8ef588b
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